
Composition And Lighting 
For Stellar Cellphone Images



Who am I?

* rofessional photographer for 25 years

* Owner of Linda Holt Creative since 2

* iPhone photographer since 2014

Linda Holt Creative





My early 
cellphone 
photos



The best camera you will 
ever own is the one you 

have with you





Four tips for good composition

et your lines straight-use the grid
ule of thirds-try not to put your subject smack in the middle of the image

Fill the frame-the crop tool is your best friend
heck your background-eliminate anything distracting

The way you frame your photo is called the composition

Composition



Get your lines straight by using the grid

Composition tip #1



Go into settings, camera, 
and turn on the grid

To turn on the grid



Composition Tip #2 
Follow the Rule of thirds









Composition Tip #3

Fill the frame with your subject

Pro Tip: Never zoom in by pinching out with 
your fingers.. Move closer to your subjec



If you can’t get closer to subject then use 
the crop tool to fill frame with subject

BEFORE CROP



AFTER CROP



Composition Tip #4

When photographing people make sure 
nothing is growing out of your subject’s head.

Pro Tip: Don’t cut off arms at wrist or feet at 
ankles



Lighting: The most important element of a good photo

Underexposed: ot enough light was allowed in from the shutter
Properly exposed: The correct amount of light was allowed in by the shutter
Over exposed: oo much light was allowed in the shutter



Pro Tip: To control exposure  
override the auto expose and use 
the manual exposure option.
In the iPhone this is the sun con

Tap and hold your finger anywhere on the screen 
for a second or two. Once the sun icon appears 
you can slide your finger up or down the screen 
to either lighten or darken the image.



Two kinds of light

1. Hard lighting: casts shadows; the sun or artificial lights
2. Soft Lighting: casts little or no shadows such as an overcast 

day or a studio umbrella or soft box.

Two sources of lighting

1. Natural lighting: Daylight; sun, clouds, shade,
2. Artificial lighting: Everything else; lamps, flash, overhead lights



  

 

Outside atural ight
Best time of day to shot?



Golden Hour

Soft, warm directional light



Overcast day

Flat, even lighting. No 
shadows and colors pop



Midday

Hard lighting, harsh 
shadows

Colors can be washed 
out

Highlights are very 
bright and shadows are 
very dark



Three things that nfluencers commonly photograph inside

1. Rooms or things in the room
2. Flat lays, food or small products
3. People or selfies

Inside Lighting



Shooting an interior space

Avoid harsh direct sunlight streaming 
through the window

Time your shoot for when the light looks the most 
even

Use natural light



TURN OFF THE INTERIOR LIGHTS



Interior artificial light is hard lighting and results in hot spots and harsh unflattering shadows



Interior lights also cause color shifts



Shoot a flat lay, food or small products near a window



Use a reflector card to reflect 
and balance light



Flat lay with reflecting card 
balancing window light



Look at your subject’s face before you shoot. If 
you see unflattering lighting move them around 
until the light look better

Shooting people or 
selfies

Artificial light is hard light 
and hard light is generally 
unflattering



Look at your subject’s face before 
you shoot. If you see unflattering 
lighting move them around until 
the light look better



Lighting

Outside photos:
Think about the look you want for your photo and time your shoot for when the light is optimal. Do you 
want warm golden hour light, hard or soft light for your photo?

Interior photos:

Interior rooms:Soft/even light is best when photographing interiors. Use natural light if possible.
TURN OFF THE INTERIOR LIGHTS.
Flat Lay, small products or food: Shoot near a window and use a white card or reflector 
People: Look at your subject’s face and move them around to find the best lighting

Composition

1. Get your lines straight-use the grid
2. Rule of thirds-try not to put your subject smack in the middle of the image
3. Fill the frame-the crop tool is your best friend if you can’t get closer. Zoom with
your feet not with your fingers
4. Check your background-eliminate anything distracting

S



That’s where the magic happens

Break the Rules
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